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« In the 21st century, we need to establish the
foundations to ensure the air in our buildings
is clean… just as we expect for the water
coming out of our taps. »
Joseph G. Allen

Associate Professor Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health
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The 9 Foundations of a Healthy Building

Manage and report
on 5 Foundations
with ARVE Insights
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The Value of Air Quality Insights
Optimize buildings for human health, well-being and
efficiency
Provide real-time data to prove that IAQ is good for
occupants, tenants and workers
Protect occupants against outdoor pollutants and infectious
diseases
Reduce building energy consumption and lengthen
renovation cycles

Track building health in real-time, stop losses before they
happen
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Real-time Risk Management
Stop losses before they happen

IAQ Data

Risks

Results

• Identify sources of moisture and
potential condensation spots
• Prevent and resolve thermal
comfort issues promptly

• Mould damages to structure
• Shorter renovation cycles
• Thermal comfort not tracked
accurately

• Stop losses before they
happen
• Longer renovation cycles
• Energy savings
• Improved thermal comfort

CO2

• CO2 level monitoring
• Optimized control of HVAC
• Improve human performance and
well-being

• Lower cognitive
performance of work force
• Higher number of sick leave

• Better worker performance
• Better decision-making
• Avoid staff feeling tired and
uncomfortable

TVOCs

• Actively manage TVOCs
exposure in your building
• Identify sources and put in place
effective mitigation strategies

• TVOCs in material and
furniture can cause
irritations up to cancer

• Lower absenteeism
• Better employee
performance
• Improved well-being

Aerosols

• Know the outdoor pollution load
and filtration effectiveness
• Real-time airborne virus risk
assessment

• Outdoor air pollutants get
into building
• People are exposed to
heightened viral transmission risks

• Protecting against outdoor
pollutants and infectious
diseases
• improve well-being and
cognition

Climate

Temperature
Humidity

Carbon Dioxide

Volatile Organic
Compounds

Fine Particles
PM2.5
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Solution Approach

94%

55%
55%

of global* facility managers consider a healthy
building an important priority right now.

of global building owners rank optimized
indoor air quality as the most important
element of a healthy building.

*Countries: United States, China, Germany and Saudi Arabia
Source: Honeywell Study 2021 RETHINKING BUILDINGS POST-COVID-19
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The ARVE Swiss Air Quality System
Makes your building’s IAQ transparent
High-precision, real-time air quality measurements
with Swiss sensor technology
Enterprise-level security and data encryption
Designed for reliable 24/7h operation in a wide
range of indoor conditions
Fleet management architecture optimized for large
infrastructure deployment

Instant data access through the state-of-the- art ARVE
cloud platform
ARVE Sense

Swiss Air Quality Sensor System
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Future proof your building - Seamless platform
updates and access to latest technologies

Understand your building’s IAQ like never before
Know about events – when and where they happen in real-time

A highly scalable IoT Indoor Air Quality Platform that measures
and analyses your building in real-time
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Make your
Commitment to Air
Quality Transparent*
Provide Indoor Air Quality
and real-time data to
prove that your IAQ is
good for occupants and
workers
Hotel ARVE

*Instant data access by
QR Code
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CERN CARA
The World’s First Data-Driven Viral Airborne Risk Assessment
for Indoor Spaces. WHO approved.
Data-driven viral
concentration
profiles and virus
transmission risk
assessment for any
indoor spaces
In collaboration with
CERN and WHO
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R&D Roadmap and Outlook
Seamless Solution Upgrade Pathway
We strive to give our customers always access to
the latest IAQ technologies

360° HEALTHY SPACES
PATHOGEN DETECTION

INDOOR AIR QUALITY
Q4 2021
Trusted indoor air quality data
for your property. Start to
manage your air quality risk
with real-time air quality
insights

VIRUS RISK ASSESSMENT

Q4 2022*

Q1 2022

Next-gen biosensing
technology to offer real-time
airborne pathogen detection

Data-driven concentration
profile of potential infectious
viruses in enclosed spaces
with clear and intuitive graphs.
In collaboration with CERN
and WHO

Q1 2023*
Track the 9 foundations of a
healthy building to manage
risks, boost human &
sustainability performance
and create economic value

* timelines are estimates and subject to change
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Our Partners

Research Partners

Memberships & Associations
\
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PRIMARY CONTACT

Kaspar Zimmerli
kaspar.zimmerli@arve.swiss
+41 78 816 39 92
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